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Finite element simluations

Figure 10. Steps in COMSOL Finite Elements simulationf. Left: Inner cell of current 
CAD drawing imported, surfaces simplified, and materials assigned. Right: All surfaces
divided into mesh of finite elements, elements make up entries in matrix. Initial and 
thermostatic parameters defined and partial differential equations performed. 

Why use  
simulations?

- to check for problems 
with current design

- to test the working 
principle, observe what 
can be expected in the 
physical version

- to determine some 
calibration parameters 
(temperature targets for 
chillers) for faster 
progress later

Figure 11. Equilibrium heat distribution across 
surfaces in COMSOL thermal simulation. Drastically 
low humidity situation shown for clarity with 40% 
relative humditiy on sample, with water bath 
temperature 283.49 K and sample target 298 K.

Simulation parameters

Sample target temperature = 298 K

Bottom chiller temperature is definted by 
relative humidity goal (through partial 
pressure and Antoine equation - Eq. 1&2).

Sample temperature target is achieved 
with two chiller loops above and below the 
sample. 

Chiller temperatures selected to supress 
cold temperature from water bath at the 
bottom of the cell and create uniform 
temperature (humidity) across sample 
surface.

Total size 240mm x Ø110mm
compatible with common 
diffraction instruments

Humidity through temperature

Double walled evacuated
aluminum construction

Three water channels connect to  
three independent chillers - 
extreme temperature control Thermal decoupling of

- sample from lower cell
- inner cell from outer cell
- outer cell from instrument

Simple modifications would allow a 
variety of scattering geometries - 
sapphire windows for SANS, 
horizontal sample for reflectometry

Upper and lower wire access ports for 
sensors (T or r.h.), Peltier heater 

Inner cell size 122mm x Ø50mm
big enough for common samples, 
small enough for fast equilibration

Wide angular scanning 
range  (~300°)

Simple sample change - remove 
entire upper cell

Futher design steps to test:
fan in inner cell, inverted sample 
holder, additional chiller, baffels 
between water bath and sample, 
solution change

Figure 9. Three dimensional render of new humidity cell drawing. A. Perkins, ILL

- Relative humidity is calculated from partial vapour pressure and saturation vapour pressure (Eq. 1)

- Vapour pressure can be fully defined by the Antoine equation - depends only on temperature (Eq. 2)

- Through precise tempering of our humidity chamber (flowing water cooled in an isothermal bath through chiller channels 
in the cell) accurate humidity at the sample surface is achieved

r. h. =
partial vapour pressure

saturation vapour pressure

Equation 1. Relative humidity calculated from vapour pressure.d

Equation 2. Antoine equation with constants from Bridgeman.e

Biological measurements with 
neutron scattering: in warm and 
humid environments

Today's generation of humidity 
controlled sample environments

Figure 4. Saturated salt 
humidity chamber.  Hauß, 
V1, HZB.

Figure 6. Reflectometry 
bulk water cell. Harroun, 
CINS.c

Figure 5. Humidity control 
setup Salditt, IRP.a

Figure 8. Temp. controlled 
cell. Heinrich, NIST.

Figure 7. Temp. controlled 
cell Rheinstädter, McMaster.

Saturated salt solution

Bulk water

Gas vapour flow

Temperature controlled

✓precise and reliable                    
(tables available)

✓no calibration 
necessary

✗discrete humidity steps

✗slow equilibration times

✓continuous      
humidity range 
possible

✓automated 
humidity change 
(with mass flow 
controllers)

✓fast equilibration time

✗upper limit of humidity ~95%

✗temperature gradients in cell or tubing could 
cause condensation

✓100% relative humidity 
achievable

✓quick deuterium 
contrast change in-situ

✗sample loss to bulk 
solution (charged lipids)

✗limited to reflectometry

✓high (>95% r.h.) 
possible

✓quick deuterium 
contrast in-situ

✗temperature gradients
(from Peltier or external) 
lead to condensation

✗difficult to calibrate 
heaters for desired r.h.
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F ig. 1. Fusion-through-hemifusion pathway of lipid bilayer fu-
sion: Upon local dehydrat ion or act ion on proteins, two ad-
jacent bilayers are brought into close contact , which eventu-
ally leads to the merger of the cis-monolayers. The result ing
hourglass-shaped st ructure is termed a stalk. The stalk ex-
pands into a hemifusion diaphragm, whose rupture leads to
the format ion of a fusion pore [6].

κ [13,14]. At the same t ime,

cholesterol also leads to a more negat ive int rinsic curva-
ture [15], which can point at an important role in fusion.
Entry of several enveloped viruses and Ca2+

2 M aterials and methods

2.1 Sample preparat ion

Following the procedure of Seul and Sammon [19], solid-
supported stacks of typically about 103 aligned phospho-
lipid bilayers with di erent cholesterol content were pre-
pared. The lipids 1,2-Dioleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphat idyl-
choline (DOPC) and 1,2-Diphytanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phos-
phat idylcholine (DPhPC) were purchased as lyophilized
powders from Avant i Polar Lipids (Alabaster, AL, USA).
Cholesterol (Chol) was purchased from Sigma (St . Louis,
MO, USA). All components had a purity of > 99% and
were used without further purificat ion. Stock solut ions
(c / ml) were prepared by dissolving the lipids
in chloroform/ (2,2,2)-t rifluoroethanol (1:1 vol/ vol). These
were then used to prepare solut ions of desired phospho-
lipid/ cholesterol rat io. Polished silicon wafers with 100
orientat ion (Silchem, Freiberg, Germany) were cut to
25 × 15mm2 and thoroughly cleaned by subsequent son-
icat ion in methanol (puriss.) and ult rapure water. The
subst rate surface was rendered hydrophilic (by format ion
of silanol groups) in a plasma cleaner (Harrick PDC-002).
150μ

<

◦

± 1◦

2.2 Sample environment

i.e.

dw

Figure 1. Pathway of lipid bilayer fusion.a

Lipid bilayers form complex structures which vary 
dramatically with the temperature and relative humidity 
(r.h.) of their environment.

Stalk and fusion pore formation (normally protein 
mediated) is observed in bilayers by decreasing 
sample humidity (see Figure 1).
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Achieving full hydration from the vapor is defined as having
the same repeat spacing D as for samples ͑ typically unori-
ented multilamellar vesicles͒ fully immersed in liquid water.
Full hydration of fluid L␣ phase lipid samples from water
vapor is so difficult that before 1998 it was thought to be
impossible and that situation was known as the vapor pres-
sure paradox ͓ 11͔ . However, the vapor pressure paradox was
shown to be an artifact ͓ 39͔ and an x-ray chamber was built
͓ 40͔ that sometimes produced full hydration from the vapor
͓ 9͔
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FIG. 3. Relative humidity required to obtain repeat spacing D in
DMPC ͑ adapted from ͓ 26͔ ͒ .
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Figure 3. d-spacing of DMPC lipid bilayer
for humidity values close to saturation.b

Experiments at high humidities will provide a more realistic 
picture of the lipid bilayer behaviour in nature.

The dramatic dependance of d-spacing on humidity above 
98% r.h. (see Figure 3) makes high r.h. region extremely 
interesting, but with today's humidity control techniques this 
region has been largely inaccessible.
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F ig. 5.
R

R phase was observed at RH up to about 65% (Π
.85 · 104

e.g. HII

R and
R

(lower RH) or

>

R

L-R R − HII

. · 104 kPa. The R + HII

≥ 12.

L and R phase or L phase and
R + HII

R phases reconst ructed from

F ig. 6. A typical reflect ivity curveof a DOPC/ cholesterol sam-
ple indicat ing the presence of two slight ly di erent lamellar
spacings. This was observed for both L and R regions in the
DOPC/ Chol phase diagram. The “ shoulders” visible especially
at the low-angle side of the third and fourth di ract ion orders
are due to a small fract ion of X-ray wavelengths di erent from
Cu-K α st ill present in the beam, similar e ects were also visible
in pure lipid samples.

d
q|| , qz )-plane, it turns out that the hexagonal

or t rigonal crystal systems with the unique axis perpen-

Figure 2. Phase diagram of DPhPC and
Cholesterol mixture as a function of relative
humidity and cholestrol content.a

Phase diagrams show that certain lipid/sterol systems go 
through structural changes when humidity is varied (see 
Figure 2).

To determine phase diagrams of these systems, it is 
necessary to have an environment with a wide range of 
accessible humidities.

The next generation humidity chamber for biological samples
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Figure 12. Results of COMSOL simulations. Left: Equilibrium temperature of three temperature independent chillers and 
at points along the sample surface for a range of humidity targets. Right: Calculated relative humidity difference from 
target humidity on sample surface with chillers above and below sample at the same temperature (orange) and at 
different temperatures (blue) to counter the effect of the cold bath below.

Performance of two independent chillers

r.h. target at sample

Surface Temperature (K)

Relative humidity variation across the sample is reduced to 1/4 of the value when the 
temperature gradient is suppressed by two different chiller temperatures, compared to two 
chillers at the same temperature.
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